II. " On the Magnetic Action of Displacement-currents in a
Dielectric According to Maxwell's well-known views of electrostatic action, the variations of electric displacement which occur during th e charge or discharge of a dielectric are to be regarded as equivalent to electric currents. No direct experimental proof of this point h a s hitherto been forthcoming. The author having calculated out on th e assump tion of the equivalence between displacement-currents and conductioncurrents, what the efEect would be of the charge or d isc h a r g e of a condenser upon a delicately astatised needle placed near t h e edge of the condenser, concludes that the effects would be too d e lic a te to he measurable. He therefore resorted to a different method based upon the principle that, if a closed curve be drawn around th e An* 0 electrostatic displacement, the line-integral of the magnetising force, reckoned once round this closed curve, will at any instant be a measure of the rate of change in the electric displacement through the curve. Two forms of apparatus for realising this in an expon-mental way were constructed. In the more satisfactory form of the apparatus an iron annulus surrounded by a coil of fine silk-covered copper wire is embedded in a layer of paraffin wax between two glass plates, and pieces of tinfoil are affixed on the outside surfaces of the plates to serve as the coatings of a condenser. The electric displace ment passes through the aperture of the iron annulus. Any changes in that displacement set up magnetic forces acting round the iron annulus, which, thereby, is subjected to a varying magnetisation. The annulus in turn sets up induction currents in the copper wire that surrounds it, these induction currents being received and rendered audible in an ordinary telephone receiver. The condenser is connected to a Ruhmkorff coil which rapidly charges and discharges it. The sounds heard in the telephone receiver establish the reality of the magnetic action of the variations in the electric displacement.
The author points out that this device, which may be regarded as a new kind of proof plane for exploring varying electrostatic fields, is probably capable of other useful applications, such as the investiga tion of specific inductive capacities. 
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